Abstract. Motivated by a result on weak Markov dilations, we define a notion of characteristic function for ergodic and coisometric tuples of contractions with one-dimensional invariant space for the adjoints. This extends a definition given by G. Popescu. We prove that our characteristic function is a complete unitary invariant for such tuples and show how it can be computed. Connections with Cuntz algebra representations are discussed.
Introduction
i is a normal, unital, ergodic, completely positive map on B(H), the bounded linear operators on a complex separable Hilbert space, and if there is a (necessarily unique) invariant vector state for Z, then we also say that A = (A 1 , . . . , A d ) is a coisometric, ergodic row contraction with a one-dimensional invariant space for the adjoints. Precise definitions are given below. This is the main setting to be investigated in this paper.
In Section 1 we give a concise review of a result on the dilations of Z obtained by R. Gohm in [Go04a] in a chapter called 'Cocycles and Coboundaries'. There is a conjugacy between a homomorphic dilation of Z and a tensor shift, and we emphasize an explicit formula as an infinite product that can be obtained for the intertwining unitary. [Go04a] may also be consulted for connections of this topic to a scattering theory for noncommutative Markov chains by B. Kümmerer and H. Maassen (cf. [KM00] ) and more general for the relevance of this setting in applications.
In this work we are concerned with its relevance in operator theory and correspondingly in Section 2 we shift our attention to the row contraction A = (A 1 , . . . , A d ). Our starting point has been the observation that the intertwining unitary mentioned above has many similarities with the notion of characteristic function occurring in the theory of functional models of contractions, as initiated by B. Sz.-Nagy and C. Foias (cf. [NF70, FF90] ). A version of this theory for row contractions has been constructed by G. Popescu in [Po89b] and we review some aspects of it in Section 3, emphasizing and explaining the similarities we have in mind.
The center of our work is the commuting diagram in Section 4 which fully justifies our intuition by showing that the intertwining unitary indeed gives rise to a new kind of characteristic function suited for row contractions of the type mentioned above. This is remarkable because the strength of Popescu's definition lies in the completely non-coisometric situation while we always deal with the coisometric case.
In Section 5 we show how to compute our new characteristic function from the given data. It is also shown that by restricting to a subspace we can obtain a characteristic function of Popescu's type and because of that we call our version an extended characteristic function.
In Section 6 it is shown that the extended characteristic function is a complete invariant with respect to unitary equivalence for this kind of row contractions and that it may also be interpreted as a complete invariant with respect to conjugacy for the corresponding completely positive maps. We think that together with its nice properties established earlier this clearly indicates that the extended characteristic function is a valuable tool for classifying and investigating such tuples respectively such completely positive maps.
In Section 7 a concrete example is explicitly computed. Section 8 recalls the notion of a 'maximal commuting piece' introduced by B.V.R. Bhat, T. Bhattacharyya and S. Dey in [BBD04] and indicates a way how to look for decompositions in a more general, non-ergodic case. Clearly a lot remains to be done along these lines.
Weak Markov Dilations and Conjugacy
In this section we give a brief and condensed review of results in [Go04a] , Chapter 2, which will be used in the following and which, as described in the Introduction, motivated the investigations documented in this paper. We also introduce notation.
A theory of weak Markov dilations has been developed in [BP94] . For a (single) normal unital completely positive map Z : B(H) → B(H), where B(H) consists of the bounded linear operators on a (complex, separable) Hilbert space, it asks for a normal unital * −endomorphismĴ : B(Ĥ) → B(Ĥ), whereĤ is a Hilbert space containing H, such that for all n ∈ N and all x ∈ B(H)
Here p H is the orthogonal projection onto H. There are many ways to construct J. In [Go04a] , 2.3, we gave a construction analogous to the idea of 'coupling to a shift' used in [Kü85] for describing quantum Markov processes. This gives rise to a number of interesting problems which remain hidden in other constructions.
We proceed in two steps. First note that there is a Kraus decomposition
Here d = ∞ is allowed in which case the sum should be interpreted as a limit in the strong operator topology. Let P be a d-dimensional Hilbert space with orthonormal basis {ǫ 1 , . . . , ǫ d }, further K another Hilbert space with a distinguished unit vector Ω K ∈ K. We identify H with H ⊗ Ω K ⊂ H ⊗ K and again denote by p H the orthogonal projection onto H. For K large enough there exists an isometry
For example, take K = C d+1 (resp. infinite-dimensional) and identify
Then with isometries u 1 , . . . ,
for all i (for example, such isometries are explicitly contained in Popescu's construction of isometric dilations, cf. [Po89a] or equation 3.2 in Section 3), we can define
for all h ∈ H, i = 1, . . . , d and check that u has the desired properties. Now we define a * −homomorphism
which means that J is a kind of first order dilation for Z.
For the second step we writeK := ∞ 1 K for an infinite tensor product of Hilbert spaces along the sequence (Ω K ) of unit vectors in the copies of K. We have a distinguished unit vector ΩK and a (generalized) tensor shift FinallyH := H ⊗K and we define a normal * −endomorphism
Here we used von Neumann tensor products and (on the right hand side) a shift identification K ⊗K ≃K. We can also writeJ in the form
where u is identified with u ⊗ 1K. The natural embedding H ≃ H ⊗ ΩK ⊂H leads to the restrictionĴ :=J|Ĥ withĤ := span n≥0J n (p H )(H), which can be checked to be a normal unital * -endomorphism satisfying all the properties of a weak Markov dilation for Z described above. See [Go04a] , 2.3.
The Kraus decomposition ofĴ can be written aŝ
where
generate a representation of the Cuntz algebra O d onĤ which we called a coupling representation in [Go04a] , 2.4. Note that the tuple (t 1 , . . . , t d ) is an isometric dilation of the tuple (a 1 , . . . , a d ), i.e., the t i are isometries with orthogonal ranges and p H t n i | H = a n i for all i = 1, . . . , d and n ∈ N.
The following multi-index notation will be used frequently in this work. Let Λ denote the set {1, 2, . . . , d}. For operator tuples (a 1 , . . . , a d ), given α = (α 1 , . . . , α m ) in Λ m , a α will stand for the operator a α1 a α2 . . . a αm , |α| := m. 
and we used complex conjugation to get nice formulas later. See [Go04a] , A.5.1, for a proof of the equivalences.
OnP := ∞ 1 P along the unit vectors (Ω P ) in the copies of P we have a tensor shift S : B(P) → B(P),ỹ → 1 P ⊗ỹ.
Its Kraus decomposition is
i with s i ∈ B(P) and s i (k) = ǫ i ⊗k fork ∈P and i = 1, . . . , d. In [Go04a] , 2.5, we obtained an interesting description of the situation when the dilationĴ is conjugate to the shift endomorphism S. This result will be further analyzed in this paper. We give a version suitable for our present needs but the reader should have no problems to obtain a proof of the following from [Go04a] , 2.5. To illustrate the product formula for w, which will be our main interest in this work, we use it to derive (d).
Let us finally note that Theorem 1.1 is related to the conjugacy results in [Pow88] and [BJP96] . Compare also Proposition 2.3.
Ergodic Coisometric Row Contractions
In the previous section we considered a map Z :
or (with the same notation) as a linear map
(Concentrating now on the tuple we have changed to capital letters A. We will sometimes return to lower case letters a when we want to emphasize that we are in the (tensor product) setting of Section 1.) We have the following dictionary.
invariant vector state common eigenvector for adjoints
The converse of the implication at the end of the dictionary is not valid. This is related to the fact that the fixed point space of a completely positive map is not always an algebra. Compare the detailed discussion of this phenomenon in [BJKW00] .
By a slight abuse of language we call the tuple (or row contraction) A = (A 1 , . . . , A d ) ergodic if the corresponding map Z is ergodic. With this terminology we can interpret Theorem 1.1 as a result about ergodic coisometric row contractions A with a common eigenvector Ω H for the adjoints A * i . This will be examined starting with Section 4. To represent these objects more explicitly let us write
For the off-diagonal terms we used a Dirac notation that should be clear without further comments.
Note 
Here we used the multi-index notation introduced in Section 1. Note that * -stable tuples are also called pure, we prefer the terminology from [FF90] .
Proof. It is clear that Ω H is a common eigenvector for the adjoints if and only if
i be the associated completely positive map. With q := 1 − |Ω H Ω H |, the orthogonal projection onto • H, and by using q A i q = A i q ≃Å i for all i, we get
Now it is well known that ergodicity of Z is equivalent to Z n (q) → 0 for n → ∞ in the weak operator topology. See [GKL04] , Prop. 3.2. This completes the proof. 2 Given a coisometric row contraction a = (a 1 , . . . , a d ) we also have the isometry u : H ⊗ P → H ⊗ K from Section 1. We introduce the linear map a :
Compare [Go04a] , A.3.3. In particular a i = a ǫi for i = 1, . . . , d, where {ǫ 1 , . . . , ǫ d } is the orthonormal basis of P used in the definition of u. Arveson's metric operator spaces, cf. [Ar03] , give a conceptual foundation for basis transformations in the operator space linearly spanned by the a i . Similarly, in our formalism a unitary in
If Ω H is a common eigenvector for the adjoints a * i then Ω H is also a common eigenvector for the adjoints (a ′ i )
* but of course the eigenvalues are transformed to another tuple
If we consider the tuples a and a ′ to be essentially the same we must concede that the complex numbers ω i are not particularly important. Independent of such basis transformations is the vector
Proof. We use the setting of Section 1 to be able to apply Theorem 1.1. From
and thus also a *
Let q n be the orthogonal projection from H ⊗
On the other hand, by iterating the formula from the beginning,
and the proposition is proved. 2
The following proposition summarizes some known properties of minimal isometric dilations and associated Cuntz algebra representations.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose A is a coisometric tuple on H and V is its minimal isometric dilation. Assume Ω H is a distinguished unit vector in H and
Then the following are equivalent.
A is ergodic and
A * i Ω H = ω i Ω H for all i. 2. V is ergodic and V * i Ω H = ω i Ω H for all i. 3. V * i Ω H = ω i Ω H and V generates the GNS representation of the Cuntz state O d = C * {g 1 , · · · , g d } → C which maps g α g * β → ω α ω β , ∀α, β ∈Λ.
The Cuntz states are pure and the corresponding GNS-representations are irreducible.
This Proposition clearly follows from Theorem 5.1 of [BJKW00] , Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 4.1 of [BJP96] . Note that in Theorem 1.1(d) we already saw a concrete version of the corresponding Cuntz algebra representation.
Characteristic Function of Tuples and Unitary Equivalence
The full Fock space over
1⊕0⊕· · · is called the vacuum vector. Let {e 1 , . . . , e d } be the standard orthonormal basis of C d . Recall that we include d = ∞ in which case C d stands for a complex separable Hilbert space of infinite dimension. For α ∈Λ, e α will denote the vector e α1 ⊗ e α2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ e αm in the full Fock space Γ(C d ) and e 0 will denote the vacuum vector. Then the (left) creation operators
consists of isometries with orthogonal ranges.
Let T = (T 1 , · · · , T d ) be a row contraction on a Hilbert space H. Treating T as a row operator from
H. This implies that
and h is embedded at the i th component.
It is not difficult to check directly that these series converge.
From [Po89b] we know that the minimal isometric dilation V of a * -stable row contraction T is unitarily equivalent to L ⊗ 1. In the following, using an argument similar to [FF90] , IX.6.4, this unitary is constructed explicitly.
Proposition 3.1. For a * -stable row contraction T there exists a unitarŷ
Together with this intertwining relation it is determined byŴ
Proof. It is easy to see that when T is * -stable, C is an isometry (see [Po89b] ) and
is the minimal isometric dilation of T * . Moreover T * is unitarily equivalent to T as T i * C * = C * T i where C * is the unitary given by C as a map from H to H * .
Because minimal isometric dilations are unique up to unitary equivalence (cf. [Po89a] ) this implies that there is a unitaryŴ :
HenceŴ | e0⊗D = θ T . From the explicit form of Popescu's dilation we see that the restriction of
It is observed from this that θ T is an isometry when T is * -stable (also realized in Remark 3.2 of [Po89b] ). Continuing with the * -stable T we generalize now the computation of [Go04b] to tuples. The following result (together with the results in Section 1) made us to ask and investigate the relation between Popescu's characteristic function and ergodic tuples. Let
Let us use the presentation of the minimal isometric dilation given by Popescu on H⊕(Γ(C d )⊗D), see equation 3.2. First consider the isometry U :=
We conclude that
e., the product of R i 's is a kind of cocycle relating the isometries U and L.
On the other hand we can use the product of adjoints to factorize the unitarŷ W corresponding to the characteristic function. Note that
where P i is the projection onto the i th component of D.
Now the first bracket {·} converges to 0 for k → ∞, and a comparison of the second bracket [·] with Proposition 3.1 shows that
which is analogous to the product formula forw in Theorem 1.1.
Let us see how the situation changes when we consider the general situation where T is a row contraction but not necessarily * -stable. Then for any 0 < r < 1 the tuple rT is * -stable. This fact has been used in [Po99] and [BBD04] to conclude that there exist a unique unital completely positive map ψ :
it is shown that
Also it is shown that for some Y with
gives S as the minimal isometric dilation of T * defined by T * i * := S * i | K(H) . Here T * is unitarily equivalent to T . We infer that there is a unitary such that W T :
and in this case W T is determined by K, θ T and Y (together with S i W T = W T V i ).
Extended Characteristic Function
Let A = (A 1 , · · · , A d ), A i ∈ B(H), be an ergodic coisometric tuple with A * i Ω H = ω i Ω H for some unit vector Ω H ∈ H and some ω ∈ C d ,
3), we see that V is also a minimal isometric dilation of ω : C d → C. In fact, we can think of ω as the most elementary example of a tuple with all the properties stated for A.. LetṼ = (Ṽ 1 , · · · ,Ṽ d ) be the minimal isometric dilation of ω given by Popescu's construction on
Because A is coisometric it follows from equation 3.1 that D is in fact a projection and hence
T = 0, where T stands for transpose. Applied to ω instead of A this shows that D ω = (1 − |ω ω|) and
Remark 4.1. Because Ω H is cyclic for {V α , α ∈Λ} we have
Using the notation from equation 2.1 this further implies that
As minimal isometric dilations of the tuple ω are unique up to unitary equivalence, there exists a unitary
After showing the existence of W we now proceed to compute W explicitly. For A, by using Popescu's construction, we have its minimal
Another way of constructing a minimal isometric dilation t of a was demonstrated in Section 1 on the spaceĤ (obtained by restricting to the minimal subspace of H ⊗K with respect to t). Identifying A and a on the Hilbert space H there is a unitary Γ A :Ĥ → H ⊕ (Γ(C d ) ⊗ D A ) which is the identity on H and satisfies V i Γ A = Γ A t i .
By Theorem 1.1(d) the tuple s onP arising from the tensor shift is unitarily equivalent to t (resp. V ), explicitly w t i = s i w for all i. An alternative viewpoint on the existence of w is to note that s is a minimal isometric dilation of ω. In fact, s * i ΩP = ǫ i , Ω P ΩP = ω i ΩP for all i. Hence there is also a unitary
It is possible to describe Γ ω in an explicit way and it turns out to be a very natural recoding of an infinite tensor product with the help of a Fock space. Recall that (in Section 1) the space P is nothing but a d-dimensional Hilbert space and hence we can identify
In this identification the orthonormal basis (ǫ i ) 
1 P (the first n copies of P in the infinite tensor productP), e α = e α1 ⊗ . . . e αn ∈ Γ(C d ) as usual. It is easily checked that the so given Γ ω has the required properties.
Summarizing, for i = 1, . . . , d
and we have the commuting diagram
From the diagram we get
A . Combined with the equations above this yields W V i =Ṽ i W and hence we see that W is nothing but the dilations-intertwining map which we introduced at the beginning of this section.
We defineĈ := W | H , which gives an isometric embedding of
We callθ the extended characteristic function of A. Because of equation 4.1,θ determines W on the entire space Γ(C d ) ⊗ D A . We can interpret equation 4.1 as a generalized analyticity property ofθ. This is only the first similarity of this quantity with the characteristic function described in Section 3. We will see more as we proceed. We start by definingD * :
where u : H ⊗ P → H ⊗ K is the isometry introduced in Section 1. That indeed the range ofD * is contained in
H. With notations from equation 2.1 we can get a more concrete formula.
= Ω H ⊗ Ω P we obtain (with Lemma 4.2) for the first part
Using the product formula from Theorem 1.1 and iterating the argument above we getĈ
From Proposition 2.1 we have |α|=m 
and then using (a * ΩP ) n h → 0, see Proposition 2.2. This explains why the infinite product transforms so neatly into an infinite sum under the recoding Γ ω .
Explicit Computation of the Extended Characteristic Function
Now we present an explicit computation of the extended characteristic function. One way of writing D A is
The following considerations show a direct connection betweenθ A (as defined in Section 4) and θÅ (as defined in Section 3). With the notations from equation 2.1 we have
which we already know (see Proposition 2.2 and Section 4).
with
• D * as its range, the second equation yields
Lemma 5.1. There exists an isometry γ :
Hence γ :
Considering the fact that
• A is * -stable we have a isometry (Popescu's Poisson kernel)
• C:
see Section 3. But in Proposition 4.3 we derived a similar formula forĈ and together with Lemma 5.1 this proves the following result.
Letθ A be the extended characteristic function of A and let θÅ be the characteristic
In other words, case II in the description ofθ A above is unitarily equivalent to θÅ.
Of course, Theorem 5.2 explains why we have calledθ A an extended characteristic function.
The Extended Characteristic Function is a Complete Unitary Invariant
In this section we prove that the extended characteristic function is a complete invariant with respect to unitary equivalence for the row contractions investigated in this paper. 
where we used equation
. Now we define the unitary U by 
* is a normal, unital, ergodic, completely positive map with an invariant vector state Ω A , · Ω A then θ A =θ A ′ does not depend on the Kraus decomposition but can be associated to Z itself. Hence we have the following reformulation of Theorem 6.1. 
Example
Consider H = C 3 and
In this case
It is shown in Section 5 of [GKL04] (and not difficult to verify directly) that this map is ergodic. We will use the same notations for various quantities here as in previous sections. Observe that the vector Ω H := 1 √ 3
(1, 1, 1)
T gives an invariant vector state for Z as
(1, 1). The orthogonal complement
From this we get forÅ
We notice that the tuple
Here P = C 2 and
• P:= P ⊖ CΩ P with Ω P = 1 √ 2
(1, 1) T . Easy calculation shows thatD * :
There exists an isometry γ :
The mapĈ :
where the summations are taken over all 0 = α ∈Λ such that α i = α i+1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ |α| and fixing α 1 to 1 or 2 as indicated. This simplification occurs because A 2 i = 0 for i = 1, 2. All the summations below in this section are also of the same kind. Now using the equations forθ : D A → Γ(C d )⊗D ω in Section 5 and simplifying we getθ
Form this we can easily obtain
• C and θÅ for h ∈
•
H by using the following relations from Theorem 5.2, 
Remarks on the General Case of Coisometric Tuples
In this section we discuss the possibility of using the above analysis for more general tuples, i.e., coisometric tuples (with no other assumption). For this we introduce the following (cf. [BBD04] for more details and further motivation). Beginning with a d-tuple of bounded operators T on a Hilbert space L, define 
For the results below which depend on results in [BBD04] we assume d < ∞. 
Remark 8.3. For a coisometric tuple T , its minimal isometric dilation V has a nice structure when it is associated to a spherical representation of O d . First note that if T is ergodic and the T * i 's have a common eigenvector then V is unitarily equivalent to a tensor shift tuple s onP := ∞ 1 P for some Hilbert space P with dimension d (see [Go04a] or Section 1). Further it is shown in Theorem 18 of [BBD04] that any spherical representation of O d is a direct integral of GNS representations of some Cuntz states. Cuntz states correspond to one dimensional operator tuples which are ergodic and have a common eigenvector trivially. So when V gives a spherical representation of O d we get V to be unitarily equivalent to s ⊗ 1, with the rank of 1 being the multiplicity. Let us now assume that H is finite dimensional. Theorem 19 of [BBD04] states that the minimal isometric dilation V onĤ of T on H can be decomposed as V 0 ⊕ V 1 with respect to the decomposition ofĤ asĤ 0 ⊕Ĥ 1 into reducing subspaces where V 0 is associated to a spherical representation of O d and V 1 has trivial maximal commuting piece. Because H is finite dimensional, the already mentioned direct integral decomposition ( [BBD04] , Theorem 18) now tells us thatĤ 0 can be further decomposed into irreducible subspaces asĤ 0 1 ⊕· · ·⊕Ĥ 0 k for some k ∈ N. Let H j := H ∩Ĥ 0 j . We observe that H j , 1 ≤ j ≤ k, are non-zero disjoint T * i -invariant subspaces for 1 ≤ i ≤ d and G[H j ] =Ĥ 0 j for 1 ≤ j ≤ k from Lemma 8.1. It follows also that the compressions of T to the H j 's are coisometric. But as the restriction of V toĤ 0 j is associated to an irreducible and spherical representation, the related maximal commuting subspace is one dimensional (cf. [BBD04] , Theorem 18 and 19) and hence is a minimal G * -invariant subspace for each j. By Lemma 5.8 of [DKS01] such a minimal G * -invariant subspace is unique, and since the H j 's are G * -invariant subspaces, it follows that the maximal commuting subspace of V on H 0 j is contained in H j , i.e., the T * i have a common eigenvector in H j . As the H j are obtained from irreducible components, it follows by the (easy direction of the) commutant lifting Theorem 5.1 of [BJKW00] that the compression T to H j is ergodic. So finally H can be decomposed into H j and its orthogonal complement where the compression of T on each H j is ergodic with a common eigenvector for the adjoints. Here we are back to the main setting of this paper.
In [BBD04] it is shown that the standard commuting dilation (see [BBD04] for its definition) of a commuting row contraction is the maximal commuting piece of the minimal isometric dilation. For pure tuples a generalized version of this result was obtained in [BBD04] , Theorem 9. A version for a coisometric tuple on a finite dimensional Hilbert space is obtained here from the preceeding analysis. Consider the case when the maximal commuting subspace of the minimal isometric dilation V of a row contraction T on the Hilbert space H is contained in H. Proposition 7 of [BBD04] yields thatĤ c ∩ H = H c . So the maximal commuting piece of T is also the maximal commuting piece of V and therefore the standard commuting dilation of itself. Proof. Let V onĤ be decomposed as above. From the arguments above, we obtain that the maximal commuting subspaces of the compressions of V onĤ 0 j are contained in H j . The linear span of all these subspaces is in factĤ c (V ) and hence is also contained in H. The argument for the second assertion has already been given above also. 2
Remark 8.5. In particular, for finite dimensional H, the maximal commuting piece of a coisometric tuple consists of normal operators. If H is infinite dimensional, we can say that it always consists of subnormal operators. This is because the maximal commuting piece of a coisometric tuple is commuting and coisometric, and so it has a standard commuting dilation consisting of normal operators (cf.
[Ar98], Corollary 1 in Section 8).
